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Presentation Overview

• Introductions

• What is VAISEF? 

• General Observations on Outcomes Measures

• What VAISEF Captures Organizationally

• Individual Facility Outcomes Activities

• Closing Thoughts / Recommendations
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What is VAISEF?
Virginia Association of Independent Specialized Education 
Facilities – Established in 1973, as an association of Virginia private 
providers of specialized education and services for children and 
youth with special needs, and their families.

• Mission:  To enhance the capabilities of its members to provide 
quality specialized education and services:

– Offering a vigorous accreditation process, approved by the Virginia 
Department of Education through the Virginia Council for Private 
Education (VCPE); members’ educational programs are licensed by VDOE

– Providing information, training, and networking opportunities

– Increasing opportunities for members to provide services by advocating 
for a full continuum of services and by advocating for an increased role of 
the private sector, and by networking with state and local agencies
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VAISEF Members
79 day and residential facilities
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General Observations

• Our schools are already collecting and analyzing outcomes, 
and have been for a long time

• VAISEF collects outcomes from its member schools, both 
individually by student and aggregately by facility
– To maintain their accreditation with VAISEF, all schools are required 

to electronically submit outcomes annually

– Data is maintained and analyzed by the VAISEF Quality Services 
Committee

• Schools also collect and measure outcomes data individually 
in varying degrees of sophistication
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General Observations

• Why do our schools collect and analyze outcomes data?

– Self analysis to promote ongoing programmatic improvement
– LEA requirements
– Accreditation

• What type of outcome measures are relevant for private day special 
education providers?

– Measures outlined in 2018 Budget language (i.e. attendance, graduation rates, 
etc.) may be valid in other settings, but our schools are serving a unique and 
specialized population with higher acuity levels

– Progress for our students needs to be measured differently to insure “apples to 
apples” comparisons, while still demonstrating value and effectiveness to our 
public partners and to parents

– We support mutually agreed-upon outcomes measures that are vigorous and 
empirically sound
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The VAISEF Outcomes Project
What do we measure in 

day school exit data?

Katherine Means, MPA

VAISEF Quality Services Chair
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VAISEF Member Outcomes Data Collection

• Approximately 76 member schools (day and 
residential) provided enrollment data across 3 
fiscal years

• 14,509 students were enrolled in VAISEF 
schools during that time period
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Day School Enrollment By Gender
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Day School Enrollment By Eligibility
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Member School Participation and 
Student Exits

• On Average 72 member schools (day and 
residential) provided exit data across all 3 
fiscal years

• 6,869 students exited all VAISEF schools
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Day School Exits By Discharge Type
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Day School Exits By
Gender
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Day School Exits By
Age Group
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Day School Exits By Primary Disability
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Day School Exits By Eligibility
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Day School Exits By Funding Source
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Day School Exits By Placement 
Location
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Day School Planned & Unplanned Exits
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Planned Exit: the student exited according to an existing plan or strategy developed by 
the IEP committee or the student completed the program. 

Unplanned Exit: the student’s discharge occurred without program completion or did not 
occur according to a strategy developed by the IEP committee, e.g. runaway, parent or 
LEA pull-out, or student incarceration.



Day School “Complete” and 
“Incomplete” Exits
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Complete Exit: the student has completed the program or the student’s move enabled the student 
to progress further toward existing or new goals, e.g. lateral school transfers, accessing appropriate 
services through another provider, obtaining gainful employment, or moving to another jurisdiction 
where placement incorporated appropriate or planned services. 

Incomplete Exit: the student left before completing the program and subsequently did not receive 
an appropriate level or type of service or was unable to obtain or maintain gainful employment. 



Day and Residential School Average 
Length of Stay By Age Group
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Day School Transfer Exits By Environment 
Restriction/Level of Care
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.



Day School Transfer 
Subsequent Placement 
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Day School Transfer Subsequent Placement Environment 
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Day School Graduate Type of 
Credential Earned
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VAISEF Post-Discharge 
Follow-up Survey:

Measuring Continued 
Success Following Discharge
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General Survey Information

• Purpose
– To collect post-discharge data on successfully discharged students, as 

required by VAISEF standards

– To demonstrate and document continued success 

• Survey Components
– Survey format and structure mimic that of the individual student exit 

survey

– Survey content differs as it relates to graduate and transfer student 
specific questions

• Projected Go Live Date: September 3
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VAISEF Member Activity
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The Hughes Center utilizes the following assessments:

• KTEA

• CABA-I

• CABA-Y

• BPRS-C9

• PhQ9

• ABLLS-R

They also survey the following:

• Parent satisfaction

• Referral source satisfaction

• Student satisfaction

• School staff satisfaction
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VAISEF Member Activity



• Assessment is essential to determining:
• (a) a student’s present level of performance

• (b) areas of weakness and need

• (c) what items and activities should be used or avoided in the 
context of services provision (i.e., preferred vs. non-preferred)

• (d) the function of problem or interfering behavior.

• Conduct three types of corresponding assessments semi-
annually:

• (1) skills-based assessment

• (2) preference assessment

• (3) when applicable, a functional behavior assessment (AKA: 
“FBA”). 
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• Three skills-based assessments used most often are:
• C-PIRK (CABAS International Curriculum and Inventory of Repertoires for 

Preschool and Kindergarten) – this is completed with individuals who have 
more limited communication and academic skills

• EFL (Essential for Living) – this is completed with older students whose 
curriculum is focused on applied academics, self-reliance, and community-
based instruction

• Brigance CIBS (Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills) – this is used with 
students who have some traditional academics in their repertoire but 
continue to struggle with coping and social skills, and emotional maturity, 
etc. 

• Three types of preference assessments are commonly used with our 
student body:

• Paired Stimulus Preference Assessment 
• Multiple Stimulus Without Replacement Preference Assessment
• For our more communicative students we may also use an student interview-

informed preference assessment
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• Both approaches to Functional Behavior Assessment 
(FBA) are used, either separately or in tandem based 
on the student’s profile and level of complexity: 

• Indirect FBA involves making inquiries and studying variables 
influencing problem behavior by interviewing caregivers and teachers, 
administering questionnaires or function-based inventories on problem 
behavior, etc. (e.g., Questions About Behavioral Function – QABF) 

• Direct FBAs involve directly observing the problem behavior in question 
and taking one or more type of data in the moment and as problem 
behavior occurs. This method allows for further contextualization of the 
circumstances in which problem behavior occurs and why.
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Admissions Process:

• Are we meeting the needs of the (customers) localities as swiftly 
as possible and as much as is within our power to do so?

Case Management:

• Do stakeholders find our services effective and are we 
responsive? Are they afforded opportunities to be involved in 
treatment planning and do we coordinate well with them?

• Do our kids feel safe, cared for and heard?
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Program Outcomes:

• Are our kids progressing towards being on the grade level appropriate for 
their age group?

• Are our kids regularly transitioning to the next grade level at the end of the 
school year?

• Are our kids progressing towards learning and achievement of minimal 
state educational standards in core subjects?

• Are our kids making the grades necessary to do well or better in public 
school? (passing core classes)

• Are our kids achieving the milestones necessary to successfully complete 
the program?

• Are our kids attending school at a frequency that is acceptable by Public 
School standards?

• Are our kids learning how to seek assistance and use coping skills before 
engaging in risky behavior?
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Program – General:

• Do kids who receive educational services from us, graduate more 
than they drop out?

• Do kids who receive educational services from us transition to 
public school as opposed to making a lateral or step up in care?

• Are we able to successfully treat our kids within the projected 
time frame? (planned/unplanned)

• How long, on average, does it take to successfully serve a youth in 
our programs?
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Transitions
Serving Children with 

Emotional & Behavioral Health Concerns
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Our Therapeutic Neighborhood

Includes

1. Group Homes  & 

Independent Living 

Apartments

2. Specialized School 

(John G. Wood)

3. Therapeutic Resource 

Center
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Therapeutic Resource Center
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Elementary School

Career & 
Technical Ed
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Graduation Ceremony with Scholarships



Current Outcome Data Strategy

Prepared for the OCS/DOE Workgroup on Private Day 
Outcomes: August 17, 2018



Grafton’s Student Population

CCBS Average LOS by FY

Fiscal Year Total Discharges Avg Length of 
Stay (days)

Avg Age CCBS 
Admit

Avg Age CCBS 
Discharge

2013 43 1016.49 15.29 18.07

2014 45 672.51 16.14 17.98

2015 44 1162.30 14.01 17.19

2016 47 765.60 15.58 17.68

2017 56 700.88 14.25 16.17

2018 61 830.11 14.15 16.42

On average children served with us 
have 10 diagnoses (including medical)

32% of our children have 
DFS/DSS involvement

Secondary Dx include:
Mood disorders
Psychotic disorders
Attentional disorders
Attachment disorders
Trauma disorders
Conduct disorders
& etc.
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Three Pronged Outcomes Approach

Outcomes

Skills

Behavior
Assessments
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Behavior Outcomes – We track trends in the frequency of these 

behaviors of concern:

• Physical aggression towards others

• Physical aggression towards self / SIB

• Elopement (Bolting)

• Lack of Safety Awareness

• Disruption

• Property destruction

• Sexual Acting Out

• Threats of Harm

• Significant Psychological Impairment
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Assessment Process

Pre-
Admission

Adverse 
Childhood 

Experiences 
Survey

CANS

Admission

Behavior Problems Inventory for 
Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities 

(BPI-S)

Developmental Profile-3 (DP-3) or 
Adaptive Behavior Assessment System-3 

(ABAS-3)

Assessment of Basic Language and 
Learning Skilss-R (ABLLS-R) or 

Assessment of Functional Living Skills 
(AFLS)

Quarterly

CANS

BPI-S

Every 6 
Months

DP-3 or ABAS-
3

ABLLS-R or 
AFLS

Annual or 
Discharge

DP-3 or ABAS-
3

ABLLS-R or 
AFLS 
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Assessment Outcomes

DP3 Subtest
Average of 
DevAgeBase

Average of 
DevAgeCurr

Average of Gap 
Score

Adaptive 4.08 4.40 1.09%
Cognitive 3.25 3.49 9.01%

Communication 2.71 2.97 16.61%
Physical 4.13 4.29 -14.45%
Soc/Emot 2.06 2.30 13.97%
Grand Total 3.25 3.49 5.25%

- Second column illustrates developmental age at baseline
- Third column at most current administration
- A Gap Score of 0% illustrates that development occurs at the same rate as time spent in our care
- Current n is 181 students

Also, our data 
indicates a 21% 
increase in skills 
as measured by 
the ABLLS-R

Agg Frequency -13.07%

Agg Severity -13.51%

SIB Frequency -6.32%

SIB Severity -9.63%

Stereotypy -7.79%

Grand Total -10.37%

Decreasing Behaviors of 
Concern (BPI-S)

Basic Skills 6.80%

Community Skills 8.44%

Home Skills 8.10%

School Skills 6.47%

Vocational Skills 10.37%

Grand Total 7.65%

AFLS
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Organizational Goal Mastery Performance (% by year)A Dynamic Process

Frequent data tracking- ensures real-
time, data-based decision making

Facilitates performance improvement 
for all IEP and Treatment Plan goals

Conducts AIM Review when 
performance is lagging (i.e. analysis of 
influencing factors on performance)

History of Goal Mastery

 Introduced in 2004 as a way to provide measurable treatment and 
education outcomes

 Process informed training in the following areas: Goal writing, 
data tracking, data validity, and data reliability

 Measures include all IEP and Treatment Plan goals

Key to Success - Minimum Growth Line

 Drawn from start/baseline point to adjusted mastery 

point

 Represents shortest distance from baseline to 

mastery

• Used as a reference point to assess progress

IEP Goal Mastery Rate: 81.11%
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Safety and Efficacy Outcomes
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Closing Thoughts/Recommendations
Essential private day school issues that need to be considered:

• It is imperative to understand the whole picture of the student population being 
served in the private sector. Given the different types of disability, the disparity of 
characteristics within a single disability category, and the level of intensity of service 
required for many of our students, the workgroup's exercise should be framed 
accordingly.

• A significant number of our students come to us well-beyond an age that is advised, 
when specialized services will return the most desired effect. Because of this as well 
as co-morbidity considerations, higher risk for mental health distress, and 
disproportionate medical conditions, these are rarely "quick fix" situations; nor is it 
likely that specialized services will or can guarantee a "recovery." Many of the 
students served in the private sector have lifelong developmental disabilities and the 
lack of early years intervention has further compromised them.

• We must approach outcomes from the student level—and with the perspective that 
this is the neediest, most specialized population of children in Virginia. Trying to 
utilize standard outcomes reported to the DOE (e.g., SOLs, Dropout Rates, etc.) as the 
starting point is not appropriate and incompatible for this population.

• We need to keep focus on the importance of the input of our parents, as well as the 
importance of the IEP team and IEP process. We should avoid recommendations that 
compromise existing processes that are to be at the discretion of IEP team 
members.
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Closing Thoughts/Recommendations

What are examples of appropriate outcomes measures for our populations?

• Overall student progress, as demonstrated by assessment completed on a 
schedule (e.g., pre-assessment at enrollment, followed by additional post-
assessment every year thereafter)

• Student level of community participation and engagement, as demonstrated by 
data at admissions and thereafter (note: this could include but certainly isn't 
limited to community-based instruction, field trips, and reverse inclusion initiatives 
offered at the school).

• Annual rates of school suspensions and expulsions issued due to incidence of 
student conduct.

• Parent satisfaction with specialized education services, considering the child's 
progress in the last year as well as how progress compares to the previous 
placement.

• Maintaining high standards of specialized, educational quality, as evidenced by 
being accredited by a local, state or national association.
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Questions and Contact Information

William P. Elwood

Email: welwood@elwood-consulting.com

Telephone: 804-305-7477

Katherine Means, MPA

Email: kmeans@vhbg.org

Telephone: 804-270-6566 (Ext. 134)
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